Nutrition and sarcopenia of ageing
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Sarcopenia, the loss of muscle mass and function with ageing, is a multifactorial condition that slowly develops over decades and becomes a significant contributor to disability in the older population. Malnutrition and alterations in the muscle anabolic response to nutritional stimuli have been identified as potentially preventable factors that may significantly contribute to sarcopenia. In the present article we review the most recent findings regarding the role of nutritional factors in the development, prevention and treatment of sarcopenia. Specifically, we focus on the nutritional needs of the elderly; the age-related changes in the response of muscle protein metabolism to feeding and to the endogenous hormones released during feeding; and the role played by the splanchnic tissues in the response of muscle proteins to feeding. Finally, we review the issues relative to the potential use of nutritional therapies, including supplementation, for the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia.

Introduction

The human lifespan is steadily increasing, and trials to further prolong longevity are currently underway. On the other hand, ageing is also associated with a progressive loss of physical independence, which significantly worsens the quality of life. A fundamental cause of and contributor to disability in older individuals is the involuntary loss of muscle mass, strength, and function (sarcopenia) (Evans, 1995; Lexell, 1995; Roubenoff & Castaneda, 2001). Sarcopenia increases the risk of falls and vulnerability to injury and, consequently, can lead to functional dependence and disability (Wolfson et al. 1995; Tinetti & Williams, 1997). A decrease in muscle mass and function can also lead to a reduction in physical activity, which may have possible metabolic effects including decreased bone density, obesity and impaired glucose tolerance (Dutta & Hadley, 1995; Evans, 1995). It has been shown that a loss of approximately 3–5 % of muscle mass per decade occurs after the age of 30 years, although this decline is higher after the age of 60 years and older (Holloszy, 2000; Melton et al. 2000).

The aetiology of sarcopenia is not clearly understood, but several mechanisms have been proposed, including:

- irreversible fibre damage or permanent denervation resulting in a loss of contact between nerve and muscle fibre (Lexell, 1995);
- mitochondrial DNA deletion mutations subsequent to oxidative damage (Cortopassi et al. 1992);
- changes in satellite cell recruitment (Allen & Rankin, 1990; McCormick & Thomas, 1992);
- altered endocrine function (for example, changes in hormone, growth factor, and/or cytokine release) and/or impaired tissue responsiveness to the hormonal stimuli (Tenover et al. 1988; Kelijman, 1991; Tenover, 1992; Roubenoff, 1993; Roubenoff et al. 1998);
- changes in tissue response to nutrients and/or malnutrition (Mosoni et al. 1995; Morley, 1997; Volpi et al. 2000).

It is probable that sarcopenia is a multifactorial problem. Nevertheless, it is important to underscore that any of the aetiopathological factors that determine muscle loss with ageing will eventually induce an imbalance between muscle protein synthesis and breakdown with a resulting loss of muscle proteins and overall muscle mass. Therefore, the study of muscle protein metabolism is a very useful tool to assess the mechanism(s) that are involved in the development of sarcopenia.

Previous studies had suggested that sarcopenia is due to a reduced basal rate of mixed muscle and myofibrillar protein synthesis (Welle et al. 1993, 1995; Yarasheski et al. 1993; Balagopal et al. 1997; Hasten et al. 2000). However, we have recently reported in the largest cohort of healthy men to date that, despite a decline in muscle mass, basal...
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muscle protein synthesis and breakdown are not reduced with healthy ageing (Volpi et al. 2001). Since these data were collected in healthy subjects it is not possible to exclude that diseases, which are more prevalent in the ageing population, may influence muscle mass and strength, thus contributing to sarcopenia. Nevertheless, from a clinical perspective it is encouraging that in healthy individuals an age-related reduction of basal protein synthesis could not explain the sarcopenia of ageing, as it would be difficult to target such a fundamental response with an appropriate therapeutic intervention.

In healthy adult subjects, muscle mass is maintained constant by the fine balance between the catabolic periods (i.e. fasting, stress) and the anabolic stimuli (i.e. feeding, muscle contraction). Thus, we can speculate that if we exclude abnormalities in basal muscle protein turnover, which accounts for most of the fasting catabolism, muscle loss with ageing in healthy subjects is probably due to a reduced exposure to the anabolic stimuli and/or alterations in the response to one or more anabolic factors, such as feeding or contraction. In the present review article we will focus on the nutritional aspects of sarcopenia.

**Nutritional intake and needs in the elderly**

It has been shown that ageing is associated with a progressive reduction in food intake, which predisposes to energy-protein malnutrition (Morley, 1997). Nationwide studies in the USA have suggested that low dietary energy intake is common among healthy elderly adults (McDowell et al. 1994). A number of factors including neurophysiological (for example, anorexia), psychological (for example, depression), social (for example, loneliness) and physical changes (for example, poor dentition) may determine both a reduction in food intake and changes in food preference with an increased predilection for sweet, protein-poor foods (Morley, 1997).

The protein requirements for elderly individuals have been recently confirmed by the report from the Institute of Medicine to be similar to those of adults 55 years and younger (0·8 g/kg per d; Food and Nutrition Board and Institute of Medicine, 2002). However, there has been some recent speculation (Campbell et al. 1994, 2001) that the protein requirements for older individuals may be higher than that currently recommended (more than 1 g/kg per d). Specifically, Campbell et al. (1994) found that elderly subjects had a reduction in N excretion and mid-thigh muscle area following a 2-week isoenergetic diet containing the currently recommended dietary reference intake for protein (0·8 g/kg per d). These data suggest that the dietary reference intake for protein may not be adequate to meet the metabolic requirements of healthy elderly individuals.

Thus, nutritional interventions are appealing potential means for the prevention and treatment of sarcopenia of the elderly due to their easy applicability and safety. However, attempts to improve muscle mass in elderly subjects with protein supplementation have been largely unsuccessful (Fiatarone et al. 1994; Campbell et al. 1995; Welle & Thornton, 1998). In frail older subjects, Fiatarone et al. (1994) reported an increase in muscle strength associated with resistance exercise, whereas nutritional supplementation alone did not increase either muscle mass or strength. Furthermore, nutritional supplementation added to resistance exercise did not result in an increase in muscle mass, strength, or muscle protein synthesis as compared with exercise alone (Fiatarone et al. 1994; Campbell et al. 1995; Welle & Thornton, 1998).

There are several possible explanations for these negative results. On the one hand, it is difficult to achieve a true nutritional supplementation, defined as an increase in daily energy and/or protein intake, in older individuals. Fiatarone et al. (1994) reported that the only group in which true supplementation was achieved was the one undergoing both nutritional supplementation and exercise training (i.e. the only group with an increased energy expenditure), whereas the total energy intake did not change in the group assigned to supplementation alone. This means that in the latter group the supplement was in reality a food substitute. Since the supplement composition was not very different from the composition of a regular diet, it is not surprising that in these subjects the supplementation failed to improve muscle mass and strength. Another possibility is that in older subjects the ability to utilise dietary amino acids for muscle protein accretion is reduced, so that a much larger amount of amino-N is needed to increase muscle protein anabolism, thus explaining the apparent increased protein needs of the elderly (Campbell et al. 2001). Our own data support this notion.

**Response of muscle proteins to exogenous amino acids in the elderly**

In general, if there is an age-related decline in the ability to utilise exogenous amino acids, this could be due to specific problems of the muscle fibres, such as decreased transmembrane amino acid transport and/or utilisation for protein synthesis. The decline could be due to alterations in the whole-body amino acid turnover that reduce the availability of exogenous amino acids for the muscle tissue, thus limiting the availability of substrate for net protein synthesis, or to alterations in the endogenous hormonal response and/or in the response of muscle to the hormonal stimuli that normally follow a meal.

Previous studies have demonstrated that amino acid availability is critical in the regulation of muscle protein metabolism (Rennie et al. 1982; Biolo et al. 1997). Specifically, hyperaminoacidaemia acutely stimulates muscle protein synthesis by increasing the amino acid transport into muscle cells (Biolo et al. 1997). Based on these data, we initially investigated whether an age-associated decline in the ability of skeletal muscle to efficiently transport exogenous amino acids was responsible for a reduction in the response of muscle protein synthesis to an amino acid load. Thus, we measured amino acid transport and muscle protein synthesis and breakdown in healthy elderly volunteers in the post-absorptive state and during the intravenous infusion of an amino acid mixture (Volpi et al. 1998). For the measurement of the muscle protein metabolic parameters we used stable-isotope methodologies including both the traditional measurement of muscle protein fractional synthesis rate with the precursor-product method (Toffolo...
et al. 1993), and a newer isotope-dilution method for the measurement of leg and muscle amino acid kinetics (Biolo et al. 1995). The latter method allowed us to measure not only the rate at which amino acids are utilised for protein synthesis and breakdown, but also the rate at which the different amino acids are transported into and out of muscle cells.

We found that in older subjects the parenteral amino acid infusion significantly increased amino acid delivery to the leg, amino acid transport, and muscle protein synthesis (Volpi et al. 1998). Since protein breakdown did not change during amino acid infusion, a positive net balance of amino acids across the muscle was achieved, indicating muscle protein deposition. The effects of amino acid infusion observed in older subjects were not different from those seen in younger individuals. From these data we concluded that, although muscle mass decreases in the elderly, muscle protein anabolism can nonetheless be directly stimulated by increased amino acid availability. Nevertheless, it is important to consider that these experiments were performed using the parenteral route for amino acid administration in order to directly assess muscle responsiveness to a specific amino acid load. Thus, we had eliminated a number of variables that physiologically play an important role in the overall response of muscle to a nutritional stimulus.

**Splanchnic tissues and muscle protein metabolism in the elderly**

It is essential to consider that amino acids are physiologically introduced in the body through the gut, usually in the form of proteins. Thus, digestion and absorption are important limiting factors. Recent studies have shown that the type of protein ingested may affect the protein anabolic response at the whole-body level. Boirie et al. (1997a) found that the speed of protein digestion and amino acid absorption from the gut has a major effect on whole-body protein anabolism. In young subjects, proteins that are digested slowly (for example, casein) appear to induce an overall better anabolic response at the whole-body level as compared with proteins that are digested more rapidly (for example, whey protein) (Boirie et al. 1997a; Dangin et al. 2001). In older individuals, however, it appears that proteins that are rapidly digested and absorbed induce a better anabolic response as compared with the ‘slower’ proteins (Dangin et al. 2002). Arnal et al. (1999, 2000) found that the protein-feeding pattern is also important for optimal N retention. Specifically, they found that in older women protein pulse feeding induces a better N retention as compared with continuous feeding (Arnal et al. 1999), whereas this is not true in younger individuals (Arnal et al. 2000). Overall, from these data it appears that in order for amino acids to maximally stimulate protein anabolism in older individuals they need to rapidly flood the system, whereas this is not the case in younger individuals. Thus, these data suggest that age somewhat affects the modalities by which amino acids are disposed for protein synthesis.

Another important hurdle that dietary amino acids need to overcome in order for them to reach the systemic circulation and, eventually, the muscle tissue are the splanchnic tissues. The dietary amino acids have to necessarily pass through the splanchnic tissues (for example, gut, liver, etc) before they are released into the systemic circulation and made available for the peripheral tissues. It is well known that in young individuals the splanchnic tissues use a significant proportion of the dietary amino acids for their own metabolism (Matthews et al. 1993). Thus, only a proportion of the ingested amino acids will eventually be available for the peripheral tissues, especially for muscle. There is some evidence that the importance of the splanchnic tissue in the regulation of whole-body protein turnover increases with age (Young, 1990). Thus, if the splanchnic tissues utilise more amino acids in the elderly, the flow and availability of dietary amino acids for the peripheral tissues, including muscle, would be reduced. This hypothesis was corroborated by the observation of Boirie et al. (1997b) that the first-pass splanchnic extraction of leucine increases with age. An increased first-pass splanchnic extraction of amino acids could reduce the availability of the extracted amino acids for the peripheral tissues. Therefore, the response of muscle protein anabolism to a given dose of amino acids would be blunted in the elderly. To test this hypothesis we compared the response of muscle protein metabolism to the oral administration of mixed amino acids in young and older subjects using stable-isotope methodologies to measure the parameters of muscle protein metabolism (Volpi et al. 1999). We found that despite a higher phenylalanine first-pass splanchnic extraction in the elderly, the delivery of phenylalanine to the leg increased to the same extent both in the young and in the elderly. Additionally, phenylalanine transport into the muscle, utilisation for protein synthesis, mixed muscle protein fractional synthesis rate and net balance increased significantly and similarly both in the young and in the elderly. Thus, from these data we concluded that although the splanchnic first-pass extraction of oral amino acids increases with age, this does not prevent the dietary amino acids from reaching the systemic circulation and stimulating net muscle protein anabolism in the elderly as in the young. It is interesting to note that an increased first-pass splanchnic extraction of a dietary amino acid is an index of its increased utilisation (for synthesis and/or oxidation) in the splanchnic tissues.

During amino acid intake the overall amino acid output from the splanchnic tissues to the systemic circulation is similar in the young and in the elderly despite a higher first-pass splanchnic extraction. This fact suggests that the higher amino acid first-pass splanchnic extraction in older subjects is more of a reflection of a higher splanchnic turnover rate (increased synthesis and breakdown) rather than an isolated higher splanchnic utilisation rate for synthesis and oxidation. In other words, we believe that the higher uptake of labelled dietary amino acids in older subjects is counterbalanced by a higher release of unlabelled amino acids deriving from splanchnic protein breakdown. However, further investigations are necessary to investigate this hypothesis.

A subsequent comparison of the results obtained in older subjects with oral amino acid administration (Volpi et al. 1999) with those obtained using a similar dose of amino acids delivered intravenously (Volpi et al. 1998) demonstrated that the response of muscle protein anabolism to either parenteral or oral mixed amino acids was similar.
This indicates that increased amino acid availability stimulates muscle protein synthesis independent of the administration mode (Rasmussen et al. 2002).

**Endogenous hormonal response and muscle amino acid utilisation**

Our data supporting the notion that amino acids acutely stimulate muscle protein anabolism in older subjects as well as in younger individuals (Volpi et al. 1998, 1999) are apparently at odds with previous studies. In these studies nutritional supplementation had failed to improve either acute muscle protein synthesis (Welle & Thornton, 1998) or muscle mass over a prolonged period of treatment (Fiatarone et al. 1994; Campbell et al. 1995). These differences were even more striking if we consider that in our studies (Volpi et al. 1998, 1999) basal muscle protein turnover was not different between age groups, suggesting that the gains obtained with the acute supplementation would not be lost during the muscle catabolic periods. However, this was not necessarily the case, since different combinations of nutrients were used. We used a balanced mixture of amino acids alone (Volpi et al. 1998, 1999), whereas all the other studies used a mixture of protein, fat and carbohydrate (Fiatarone et al. 1994; Campbell et al. 1995; Welle & Thornton, 1998). When amino acids are given alone, in the absence of other nutrients, the endogenous hormonal response is significantly blunted. Consequently, if there were an alteration in the response of muscle to the hormones that are normally secreted following a mixed meal it would have not been detected with the use of amino acids alone or proteins as test meals.

Based on these considerations, we tested whether the response of muscle protein synthesis, breakdown and net balance to the ingestion of a mixture of amino acids and glucose was reduced in healthy older subjects as compared with younger controls (Volpi et al. 2000). We found that although phenylalanine net balance became positive in both age groups, indicating net anabolism, the increase was significantly higher during amino acids with glucose and those of amino acids alone on net muscle protein anabolism in the young and elderly (Fig. 1). Whereas glucose significantly increased the positive effect of amino acids in the young, in the elderly phenylalanine net balance was slightly but not significantly higher during amino acids with glucose when compared with amino acids alone. Overall, these results suggest that while in young adults the addition of glucose to an amino acid mixture augments the protein anabolic effect of amino acids and promotes muscle protein deposition, such a combination in the elderly does not add a real benefit. In fact, the addition of carbohydrate reduces muscle protein turnover by both preventing the stimulatory effect of amino acids on protein synthesis and inhibiting protein breakdown, thereby reducing muscle tissue remodelling.

Our data are consistent with recent findings in old rats indicating that muscle protein synthesis is blunted during balanced feeding containing both protein and carbohydrates (Mosoni et al. 1995). Because both the commercial supplements and the high-protein diets previously tested in older adults contained carbohydrate (Fiatarone et al. 1994; Campbell et al. 1995; Welle & Thornton, 1998), this alone might provide a sufficient explanation for the ineffectiveness of these earlier interventions.

We are currently investigating the hypothesis that the changes in the behaviour of muscle protein synthesis observed during amino acid–glucose supplementation is due to a relative resistance of muscle proteins to insulin. This is because the main differences between the amino acid meal and the mixed amino acid–glucose meals were the total energy content, which was double in the amino acid–glucose meal, and the endogenous insulin response, which was much higher with the amino acid–glucose meal. The excess energy seems an unlikely candidate for the negative effect of the mixed meal on muscle protein synthesis because the synthetic process is energy consuming (Welle & Nair, 1994).}

**Fig. 1.** Net muscle protein balance in young □ and older □ subjects in response to a chemically defined meal containing either 40 g balanced amino acids only (□, □) (same pattern found in meat proteins; Reeds et al. 1994), or the same amount of balanced amino acids plus 40 g glucose (□, □). Values are means, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. *P<0·05, values v. basal. **P<0·05, values v. others.
Thus, we would expect that if energy had any effect on protein synthesis, it should play a positive, rather than a negative role. On the other hand, insulin resistance is a potential candidate because insulin can stimulate muscle protein synthesis, when amino acid availability is adequate, and reduce protein breakdown (Wolfe & Volpi, 2000). Additionally, ageing is associated with reduced insulin sensitivity. Thus, future investigations on the potential development of an age-related insulin resistance of muscle sensitivity. Thus, future investigations on the potential development of an age-related insulin resistance of muscle sensitivity.

Nutritional interventions for sarcopenia: the concept of anabolic efficiency

We have previously mentioned that older subjects who were given supplements in the absence of increases in physical activity decreased their dietary intake accordingly, so that their total daily energy intake remained unchanged (Fiatarone et al. 1994). This suggests that nutritional supplements for the elderly should be better considered as dietary substitutes. Consequently, if the nutrient content of the supplement is little different from that of the normal diet, it is probable that the supplementation will be ineffective. Hence, a nutritional supplement for the prevention or treatment of sarcopenia should only contain the nutrients that are absolutely necessary for the stimulation of muscle protein anabolism, in order to achieve the highest anabolic efficiency per energy unit.

Considering the data from Fiatarone et al. (1994) suggesting that older subjects reduce their food intake when supplemented, we put forward the hypothesis that a supplement for the elderly should be highly efficient to effectively stimulate muscle growth. Our own data indicated that a balanced mixture of amino acids could effectively stimulate muscle protein synthesis and anabolism in older subjects (Volpi et al. 1998, 1999). However, data obtained in younger subjects also suggested that essential amino acids are mostly responsible for the amino acid stimulation of muscle protein synthesis (Smith et al. 1992, 1998), whereas non-essential amino acids are apparently ineffective even at very high doses (Smith et al. 1998). Non-essential amino acids comprise a significant proportion of dietary proteins, including the high-quality proteins (i.e. whey, egg) that are typically used to supplement protein-poor diets. Thus, we hypothesised that if non-essential amino acids are not necessary for the stimulation of muscle anabolism in older individuals, even high-quality proteins could be inadequate for an effective treatment of sarcopenia since they contain a significant amount of energy in the form of non-essential amino acids. In this case, the elimination of non-essential amino acids should maximise the anabolic efficiency of a supplement for the elderly by decreasing the total energy content while maintaining the stimulatory effect on muscle protein synthesis.

We determined the relative role of essential and non-essential amino acids on the stimulation of muscle protein anabolism in older adults. We did this by comparing the response of muscle protein metabolism to either 18 g essential amino acids (about 0·20 g/kg) or 40 g balanced amino acids (18 g essential amino acids plus 22 g non-essential amino acids; about 0·5 g/kg) given orally after an overnight fast (Volpi et al. 2003). We found that both supplements exerted a similar anabolic effect by stimulating muscle protein synthesis with no effect on muscle protein breakdown. Using the phenylalanine net balance data, and assuming that phenylalanine represents about 4 % of amino acids that constitute muscle proteins, we estimated that on average each subject gained approximately 3 g protein per leg in response to either supplement during the acute experimental period.

It is important to consider that whereas the essential amino acid content and composition of both supplements was identical, the balanced amino acid supplement delivered more than twice as much energy and amino-N as the essential amino acid supplement. This finding reinforces the notion that the anabolic effect of amino acids on muscle proteins is primarily due to the essential amino acids, especially the branched-chain amino acids (Li & Jefferson, 1978; Garlick & Grant, 1988); leucine in particular (Buse & Reid, 1975; Anthony et al. 2000, 2002). This effect is possibly through the stimulation of mRNA translation via an increased formation of the eukaryotic initiation factor 4F complex, the activation of ribosomal protein S6, and some other mechanisms that have not yet been elucidated (Anthony et al. 2000, 2002). Overall, we found that the acute anabolic efficiency of the essential amino acid supplement (expressed as the pre-post difference in phenylalanine net balance across leg per energy unit delivered by the supplement) was double that of the efficiency of the balanced amino acid supplement. In addition, the acute anabolic efficiency of the essential amino acid supplement was more than double that of the balanced amino acid supplement containing glucose (Fig. 2).

Since non-essential amino acids do not appear to be necessary for the stimulation of muscle protein anabolism

![Fig. 2. Anabolic efficiency of 18 g essential amino acids (EAA), 40 g balanced amino acids (BAA, containing the same amount and proportion of essential amino acids of EAA), and BAA plus 40 g glucose. The anabolic efficiency was calculated dividing the pre–post difference in phenylalanine net balance across the leg by energy delivered by the supplement. Values are means, with standard errors represented by vertical bars.](https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms)
in older individuals, high-quality proteins may still be inadequate for a dose-effective treatment of sarcopenia, given the excessive amount of energy they provide in the form of non-essential amino acids. The elimination of any source of energy that is inefficient for protein anabolism, including non-essential amino acids, should not decrease the final anabolic effect of the essential amino acid supplement for the elderly, while significantly decreasing its total energy content. On the other hand, essential amino acid supplements are expensive and may be poorly palatable, which may significantly reduce compliance over the long term. For this reason, although their anabolic efficiency may be lower than that of essential amino acids, high-quality proteins may still be a useful alternative to essential amino acids as they are inexpensive, readily available both as common foods (for example, egg white) or nutritional supplements (for example, whey protein) and more palatable. However, since the data on the efficiency of nutritional supplements (for example, whey protein) and more palatable, which may significantly reduce compliance over the long term. For this reason, although their anabolic efficiency may be lower than that of essential amino acids, high-quality proteins may still be a useful alternative to essential amino acids as they are inexpensive, readily available both as common foods (for example, egg white) or nutritional supplements (for example, whey protein) and more palatable. However, since the data on the efficiency of nutritional supplements for the elderly have been obtained with acute experiments, long-term randomised clinical trials are necessary to ascertain the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of different types of nutritional supplements for the reduction of muscle loss with ageing.

Conclusions

The data currently available underscore the importance of nutrition and nutritional factors in the development, prevention and treatment of sarcopenia. In particular, protein malnutrition and changes in the responsiveness of muscle proteins to nutrients and hormones may play a significant role in the loss of muscle with age. Nutritional strategies may therefore be very useful to reduce muscle loss with age and stimulate muscle growth in individuals currently affected by sarcopenia. The composition of meals and supplements and the administration modality appear to be critical factors for the successful use of nutrition as a means for the treatment of sarcopenia. Future research should focus, on the one hand, on the mechanisms responsible for the changes in the response of muscle proteins to insulin. On the other hand, long-term clinical trials are necessary to test the efficacy of specific nutrients, such as amino acids or ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ proteins, as tools for the prevention and the treatment of sarcopenia. In this context, it will also be important to ascertain the importance of the food administration modality, such as the timing of supplementation in relation to the main meals. Finally, it will also be important to assess whether the combination of specific nutritional interventions with other types of interventions, such as hormonal replacement (for example, testosterone or growth hormone) and exercise training may improve the muscle protein anabolic response in older individuals with sarcopenia.
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